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ENCOURAGING THE YOUNG

EDITOR

“As if by magic”, SwissPost have come up with a response to my query in the August edition of the Newsletter as
to how we might encourage the next generation of collectors of 'Swiss'. The booklets of their four new
greetings/message stamps contain a variety of small stickers which can be used to enhance or personalise your
covers, letters or cards (a first for SwissPost?). Examples are shown above left. Hopefully they will go down well
with our children who seem to be awash with stickers and emojis these days.
Perhaps of greater interest to younger children are the two beautiful stamps, first day cover and sheetlets issued
on 30th August 2018 which are based on book illustrator Viviane Dommann's depictions of some of the best loved
characters of fairy stories and pantomimes (see below). Assembled together in woodland and meadow settings,
they include such old favourites to British children as Puss in Boots and Hansel and Gretel. Possible birthday or
Christmas presents perhaps? (Ref. Swiss Post's 'Focus on Stamps' 3/2018).

Not to be outdone, the UN Postal Administration (UNPA) recently issued a sheetlet of 10 different stamp designs
featuring the Rev. W. Audry's Thomas the Tank Engine and friends (top right). It appeared on their stand at
'Autumn Stampex' in September. The children's characters are being used to promote the UN's 'Sustainable
Development Goals', including through Thomas's latest film and television series. Unfortunately for Swiss
collectors the sheetlet was issued through the UN's New York Office and all denominations are in US dollars!
The Society is grateful to Swiss Post and the UNPA for enabling it to reproduce illustrations of their products.
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MAIL BETWEEN SWITZERLAND AND FRANCE 1849 – 1875 (PART ONE)

DAVID E. HUCKETT

Introduction
This has been written to gain more information as I could not find anything about it. It does not pretend to be a
complete exposition of the subject but to give an overview of the material that should be available. It has been
reworked from articles first published in the PDSG journal.
Only letters in the first weight level have been illustrated. Postage due markings on second and above weight level
letters seen to date have either manuscript or schnörkel postage due markings and treatment is the same as first
weight level letters. Thanks to J F Estel for information on postage rates. It has been written in four parts:
Part A Introduction and Frontier Rates
Background information.
Prior to the 30th November 1845* postage rates between France and Switzerland were dependant on distance
carried within each country. Within Switzerland each canton had its own agreement on postal rates and there
exists a wide rage of postmarks dependant on what boarder crossing point was used. Most mail went unpaid so
working out how a letter was charged is straightforward as long as the dispatching and receiving offices are both
known.
(*End date for the Conventions between the Swiss Cantons and France but between 30th November 1845 and
25th November 1849 there were arrangement that still had distance charging elements in it.)
In France charging on weight rather than distance was introduced on the 1st January 1849. In Switzerland the
change was made much later on the 1st July 1862. Charges for foreign letters were made uniform in France on the
1st January 1876 and in Switzerland on the 1st July 1875. Both of the latter were based on treaties under the
auspice of the General Postal Union.
There was parity between the French and Swiss Frank so postage rates should apply both ways.
In France a 40c stamp was introduced on the 3rd February 1850. In Switzerland it was not until 1854 that an
appropriate stamp was introduced. No 35c stamp was produced by ether France or Switzerland during the period
covered by this article
The above sets out the background for this period so now we turn to what has been observed in terms of unpaid
or under paid mail.
Frontier Rates
Convention de Poste du 25 novembre 1849
Frontier rate : 20 c. for each 7,5 gr.
Convention de Poste du 22 mars 1865
Pre-paid letter - Frontier rate : 20 c. for each 10 gr. Unpaid letter - Frontier rate : 30 c. for each 10 gr. The distance
criteria was 30kms. from office to office.
20 c. Frontier unpaid rate

Fig. 1 2 décime schnörkel postage due marking. Switzerland to Savoie pre 1860 - before it became part of France again. Posted Genève
13th February 1853 and arrived Annecy the same day. The RL mark means “Rayon Limitrophe” - Border radius.
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30c. Frontier unpaid rate

Fig. 2 Front and back of a cover. 3 décime schnörkel postage due marking. Posted Cossonay, Switzerland 31 st January 1869. Via Lausanne
– Neuchâtel TPO 31st January 1869. Via Neuchâtel 31st January 1869. Via Neuchâtel – Pontarlier TPO 1 st February 1869. Via SuissePontarlier border control 1st January 1869. Arrived Mouthe, France 2nd February 1869. Actual office to office distance 27kms. Originally
rated 5 décime but the 5 schnörkel was over-struck with a 3 décime schnörkel.

Part B – 35c rate
Convention de Poste du 25 novembre 1849
Between 1st July 1850 and 31st December 1851 - Ordinary letter sent paid or received un-paid : 35 rappen for each
7,5 gr. between the 3rd Swiss rayon (>25 to 40 leagues) and a non-border French department.
Feuille officielle postale suisse n°52
Between 1st January 1852 and 14th September 1854 - Ordinary letter sent paid or received un-paid : 35 rappen for
each 7,5 gr. between the 1st Swiss rayon (< 10 leagues) and a non-border French department and between the
3rd Swiss rayon and a border French department.
Feuille officielle postale n°107, septembre 1854
Between 15th September 1854 and 15th August 1859 - Ordinary letter sent paid or received un-paid : 35 rappen for
each 7,5 gr. between the 1st Swiss rayon and a non-border French department.
n.b. One league = 4,8 kms. 1st Swiss rayon – up to 10 leagues or 48 kms. 3rd Swiss rayon – between 25 and 40 leagues or between 120 and
192 kms.

35c rate – unpaid mail
Red manuscript 35 on mail from France to Switzerland

Left – Fig 3 Posted Mulhouse 3rd February 1854. Red straight-line mark ‘DEP.LIMIT’. ‘BUREAU FRANÇAIS A BALE’ 3 rd February 1854. Via
Basel (date not clear). Vernex arrival 5 th February 1854. The double-boxed ‘DEP.LIMIT’ (Département Limitrophe) indicates that it was
mail from a neighbouring department. Vernex, Montreux was 130kms (straight line) from Basel so was in the 3rd Swiss rayon.
Right – Fig. 4 Posted La Chapelle-S-Rougemont, Haut-Rhin 20 th March 1859. Via Belfort, 20th March 1859. Via Basel 21st March 1859.
Single boxed ‘DEP.LIMIT’ (Département Limitrophe) hand-stamp applied. Arrived Locle 22 nd March 1859. The Haut-Rhin is a neighbouring
French department (Département Limitrophe) and Locle is 140kms. from Basel so is in the 3rd Swiss rayon - so the ‘Feuille officielle
postale suisse n°52’ was still applied. (Source of illustration: photo taken from e-bay)
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Hand-stamped ‘35’ on mail from France to Switzerland

Fig. 5 Posted Paris 12th December 1849. Arrived Genève 14th December 1849. Genève is within the 1st Swiss rayon and Paris is in a nonborder French department. Charged 35c using a hand-stamp used in Genève.

Left – Fig. 6 Posted Yvetot, Seine-Maritime 20 th January 1858. Hand- stamped 30 – the unpaid French internal letter rate. Via the Le
Havre à Paris TPO 20th January 1858. Via the Paris à Lyon TPO 21 st January 1858. Arrived Genève 22nd January 1858. Genève is within the
1st Swiss rayon and Seine-Maritime is a non-border French department. I would presume that the French 30 hand stamp was applied in
error.
Right – Fig. 7 Posted Paris 20th May 1859. Via Paris à Lyon TPO 20th May 1859. Arrived 21st May 1859 Genève. The 35 is from a series that
was used in Paris. Genève is within the 1st Swiss rayon and Paris is in a non-border French department.

35c period – underpaid mail from France to Switzerland

Left – Fig. 8 Posted Beaucaire, Gard, France 9th June 1856. Via Besançon 11 th June 1856. Arrived Chaux de Fonds, Switzerland 11 th June
1856. Gard is a non-border French department and Chaux de Fonds is within 48 kms. (10 lieues) of the French boarder, so the 35c rate
has been correctly applied.
Right – Fig. 9 Posted 14th August 1856 Montpellier, Hérault. Arrived Lausanne 17 th August 1856. It has both a manuscript and a hand
stamped ‘insufficient’ marks implying they were applied at different times and places. Lausanne is within the 1st Swiss rayon and
Hérault is a non-border French department.
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Left – Fig. 10 Posted St Chamond, Loire 30 th January 1858. Via Lyon 30th January 1858. Via Mâcon à Genève 30th January 1858. Arrived
Geneve 31st January 1858. It has both a manuscript and a hand stamped ‘insufficient’ marks implying they were applied at different
times and places. Genève is within the 1st Swiss rayon and the Loire is a non-border French department.
Right – Fig. 11 18th August 1853 Locle, Switzerland. Via Suisse Pontarlier frontier control 18 th August 1853. Arrived 20th August 1853 at
Fretigney, Eure-et-Loir, France. The 35 due mark was cancelled and the normal 4 décime mark applied. Le Locle is a municipality in the
Canton of Neuchâtel and is within the 1st Swiss rayon. The Eure-et-Loir is a non-border French department. The 35 rappen/cent rate due
mark was cancelled and the normal 4 décime mark applied even though the 35 rate should have applied.

35c on Mail from Switzerland to France
An interesting example is shown above right. I have not seen an unpaid or part paid letter from France to
Switzerland allowed at the 35c rate. I have also recorded several unpaid letters charged 40c when they should
have been charged only 35c so I doubt if the 35c rate was ever applied to Switzerland to France unpaid letters. It
was, however, used on pre-paid letters.
‘DEP.LIMIT’ (Département Limitrophe) marks.
These were used to indicate mail is from a neighbouring department. First introduced in 1845 so were not
associated with the 35c letter rate. They were applied in some French offices at the request of the Swiss post
office. This is supported in that not all ‘DEP.LIMIT’ covers were eligible for the 35c rate.

Fig. 12 Posted Mulhouse 9th March 1857. ‘BUREAU FRANÇAIS A BALE’ 9th March 1857. Via Basel 9th March 1857. Arrived Locarno (?)
March 1857. Locarno is more than 192 kms. away from the point of entry into Switzerland so this letter was not eligible for the 35c rate.

Conclusions
35c rate
Paid and un-paid rates were the same.
Mail from France to Switzerland - Part paid mail was treated as unpaid.
Mail from Switzerland to France - This rate was not applied to unpaid mail.
The second part of this article will appear in a future edition of the Newsletter.
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THE POSTAL CARDS OF THE 1939 LANDESAUSSTELLUNG IN ZÜRICH (PART TWO)
REMI KOHLER, RICHARD T. HALL, KURT VONWILLER AND URS WENGER
This is a continuation of the article published on pp 97 – 101 of the October edition of the Newsletter. It first
appeared in 'Tell' in November 2017. Our thanks to the AHPS and the authors for enabling us to reprint it.
The various combinations of printings, colour, cylinder and watermark for each value (by language) are given in
the tables on the following pages. Below the tables are illustrations showing how to distinguish some of the
differences between the printings. The way of distinguishing the differences in some of the French language
printed cards are shown on this page below:
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The way of distinguishing the differences between the printings of some of the Italian language printed cards are
shown below:
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One final piece of information - an error occurred on one of the French inscription cards. In the first and second
printings of the first series of the 10c value and in the
first series of the 20c value, the caption for one of the
designs was misidentified as the “Pavillon
Neuchâtelois” while it was actually the “Cave
Vaudoise”. The error was corrected in the third
printing of the first series and in the second series of
the 10c value and in the second series of the 20c
value. The error caption and the corrected caption
are shown in Fig. 4 left.
The Landi postal cards provide the interested
collector with more than just a simple catalogue list
collection.
Editor - A copy of the other illustrations showing how to distinguish between the different printings of these
cards not included in this two-part article can be obtained on request by email or by post (my contact details
are on the header on Page 103).
FORTHCOMING SOCIETY MEETINGS
Annual National Meeting 2019 to be held on 6th/7th April 2019 at the Stonehouse Court Hotel nr. Stroud,
Gloucestershire. Full details and booking information will appear in the December/January editions of the
Newsletter.
Midlands and Northern Group – the inaugural meeting in Birmingham in October attracted 8 members (with
7 apologies). A report will be provided in the December edition. It is intended to hold the next meeting in
2019 (date to be agreed).
OTHER DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
STAMPEX – Spring 2019 on 13th - 16th February at the Business Design Centre 52, Upper Street, Islington,
London N1 OQH. SPRING STAMPEX 2020 will be on 19 th - 22nd February and AUTUMN STAMPEX 2020 on 16th 19th September. Further details, including opportunities to exhibit, are available on the ABPS's website:
www.abps.org.uk “Exhibiting” tab or from the Chairman of the ABPS's International & Exhibitions
Committee, Bill Hedley: Email ewlhedley@gmail.com
CONTACTING THE EDITOR - Please let me know if you feel that you are having any difficulty contacting me.
You can be assured that I always answer postal correspondence and emails that arrive in my “in-tray”. Also,
please let me know asap if you feel that you have not received any previous editions of the Newsletter (or, in
the case of those members who receive the electronic version, the American HPS's journal 'Tell') which your
membership subscription entitles you to. n.b. All members can access recent editions of 'Tell' through our
Library or by joining the American Helvetia P. S.
IF YOU FEEL THE EMAIL IS NOT WORKING CONTACT ME BY POST OR TELEPHONE: 01243 583237
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USING THE SOCIETY’S WEBSITE (PART 2): How to Use the Library

NOVEMBER 2018
BOB MEDLAND

Following on from the basic introduction to the Society’s Website, this and subsequent articles will explain, in
simple terms, how to use different ‘webpages’ and functions of the Website. So, as I am the Society’s Librarian,
why not start there I was thinking.
First, enter the Website and in the centre of the screen there will be eight ‘menus’ or topics (in blue text) to
choose from, from - ‘Home’ through to ‘Useful Links’.

Each one has a ‘drop down’ menu of sub-topics. You can click on each one or just place or hover your pointer
(cursor) over the one you want to choose. A secondary list of topics then comes into view – see below.
Click on the sub-topic that you would like to look at. For example, click
on ‘Library’ and this opens up a new page.
Below we have the Library Index. It is not just any old index, it has
‘multiple functionality’. This isn’t just some modern buzzword - it means
that it has different functions through which you can search for and
retrieve items. Notice the different column headings: Subject, Title,
Author, Pub’d etc. If you are looking for a particular book you can search
for it under any of these headings. Here are the different ways that you
can search, depending upon how much you use your computer:

First, decide how you want to look at the information you want: you can either search on-line (directly on the
website) or download (copy) the data onto a file on your computer so you can save the information.
Next, search for the item by typing into one of the ‘dialogue boxes’ that will open for you when clicked: using key
numbers (such as date published) or a word such as ‘Luftpost’. The results will come on screen automatically. Then
if you want to save this information for reference, click on the relevant button to download it via ‘Copy’ into your
own word-processing document; into an ‘Excel’ spreadsheet file; or into an easy-to-read ‘PDF’ file; or simply
‘Print’ it immediately.
The Website may be new technology but it helps you to find and use the old technology – i.e. books in our library
which are such a fantastic resource and hold a wealth of information. Why not try using both?
Next time, ‘Using the Newsletter Index’.
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SOME HELP FOR SHIP MAIL COLLECTORS

EDITOR

Two books by Thomas Keller are amongst the American Philatelic Research Library's (APRL) recent
acquisitions, as mentioned in the latest edition of their journal (the Philatelic Literature Review). They are:
• 'Die Vekehrsentwicklung und die Organisation der Schiffspost auf dem Zürichsee im 19.
Jahrhundert' ('Ship's Mail Development and Organisation on Lake Zürich in the C19th') - Küsnacht
(Switzerland). Eigenverlag Thomas Keller 1994. Library Ref. No. IP68497.
• 'Die Schiffspost auf dem Walen – und Zürichsee im 19. Jahrhundert, Band II' ('Ship's Mail on the
Walensee and Lake Zürich in the C19th') - Küsnacht (Switzerland). Thomas Keller (Schaanwald,
Switzerland): Druck+Media-Service AG 2017(?). Library Ref. No. IP68498.
To access documents in the APR Library refer to their website: www.stamplibrary.org ; email:
library@stamps.org
n.b. Back copies of the APRL's journal are available to view from the Society's library. Researchers can also
explore the current library listings of the Royal Philatelic Society London through its website: www.rpsl.org.uk
email: secretary@rpsl.org.uk telephone: +20 7486 1044.
COURVOISIER SA IN PAKISTAN – AN APPEAL FOR HELP

BOB BROWN

I am gradually building up my collection of stamps issued by Courvoisier SA of Chaux-de-Fonds, and am extremely
grateful to Bob Medland, who sold me a promotional leaflet he received when touring their printing works in
2000, shortly before they ceased production at the end of 2001. In this leaflet Courvoisier give a list of countries
for which they produced philatelic material, and the first year this was supplied.
To my surprise, included in this list is Pakistan with a date of 1956. Consulting SG Part 1 though, there is no sign of
any stamp in that year being produced by Courvoisier, or subsequently. Nearly all the issues that year were
produced "in-house" other than one on 23 rd March described as "Litho D.L.R." (De La Rue) to celebrate Republic
Day. Another listing of Pakistan stamps which I think is based there, repeats the attribution of the 23rd March
1956 issue ("Litho DLR"). The illustration in SG however is very reminiscent of a stamp produced by photogravure have SG erred here, does anyone know? If not, what other material did Courvoisier produce for Pakistan that
year?
This is not the only inconsistency though. The date of 1936 given for Ethiopia by Courvoisier was for an abortive
issue of Red Cross charity stamps to support the defeated forces of Haile Selassie. These turn up often in
collections of that time. Some (but not all) of the set were later overprinted and issued in the 1940s though.
MEMBERS' INPUT
I am always looking out for reports from members on recent presentations of 'Swiss' material that they have
seen. Let us know of your experiences, as a collector of 'Swiss', if you attended important stamp exhibitions
such as Stampex or NABAs or saw an interesting display at your local club. Did any of you take advantage of
the opportunity to ride on the BRB train in Snowdonia this year?

Werner Gattiker

For most aspects of Swiss Philately and Postal History
•
•

Free Standard Price List 1850 – 2012 with both Zumstein/SBK and Stanley Gibbons numbers.
"Werner's Treasure Trove" sent most months to my customers, full of offers of stamps, covers,
cards, blocks, collections & lots, literature, etc.

•
Liechtenstein also available.
Werner Gattiker, P O Box 791 Hassocks, West Sussex, BN6 ODP – 01273 845501 - werner@swisstamps.co.uk
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